
buckeye guarantees a visit. (For a
change of pace, Cassia fascicu/ata,
found statewide, can be grown.)

Scientists report their flight to be
rapid, but those of fall seem to be in

no hurry to pursue their addiction for
nectaring flowers.

sewn with silk. The green-striped
chrysalis is fastened to a twig with a
silken girdle. Adult habitat is open,
sunny places.

Cloudless sulphurs are attracted to
many nectaring plants, but red is
obviously their favorite color. Red
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Cloudless Sulphur
(Phoebis senna)

by Eve Hannahs

late summer and fall is the time for
butterflies. The most noticeable will
be the Cloudless Sulphur. The large

(from 2.2" to 2.75") bright yellow

butterfly appears in great numbers
on their southward migration.

Cloudless sulphurs are in a genus
found only in the New World.

Because of the yellow coloring of

sulphurs in general, the word but-

terfly is said to have originated from a
similar Old World species. Fact or

fantasy (probably the latter), it is an
interesting story.

The males are clear yellow above,
sometimes with minute darker
markings on the outer wing margins.

Variable females may be from

yellowish-white to almost orange.

Their wings have a dark brown
border. Both have clear spots in the
upper wing.

In summer, the butterfly may be
found in the east and midwest up to
Canada; In fall, large populations join
other butterflies seeking areas where
their larval foods are found growing
throughout the year. In milder
winters they have been found during
the season in coastal central Florida.
On cloudy or cooler days they roost

in shrubbery and on sunny days can
be found nectaring.

The yellowish-green caterpillar has
pale horizontal stripes on either side
of the body. Foods are members of
the bean-family, mostly cassias, senna
and clover. larvae hide during the
day in nests of loosely drawn-
together leaves that appear to be
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